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Abstract—In view of an underground mines wireless LAN
networks implementation in a real gold mine in Val-d’Or,
Northen Québec, C, propagation loss measurements were taken
at 18 GHz. These results are reported and compared with a
newly introduced method based on a cascade of impedances
analogy. Significant statistical, analytical and numerical
parameters for wireless communication such as rough sidewalls
impedances, reflection coefficients, impulse response, fast fading
and attenuation loss due to the direct and multipath components
are reported and discussed.
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In this figure, an external radio based station (EBS) and
two transmitter and receiver antennas are shown. The outdoor
part can be operated with the wireless LAN technologies
similar to the case of rural, urban or forest environment. The
second propagation link is concerned with the routing of the
RF signal inside the mine tunnel. The signal is delivered to the
underground access network after an initial portion of path in
free space (see (1) in Fig.1), then to the underground base
station (UBS) in the mine corridor through a coaxial or optical
fiber link (see (2) in Fig.1).
The third part of the link, from the underground base station
(UBS) to the mine corridors, is done through access points such
as AP1, AP2 ( (3) in Figure 1) or in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

B.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Modern exploitation of mineral resources, particularly
mines galleries, requires that cellular phones, high speed
modems, remote control and video transmission be available
anytime, anywhere. These wireless multimedia services will
have to insure that the personnel can be localized anywhere and
this remains an important challenge for telecommunication
engineers and systems designers. Some studies on the
propagation characteristics in underground environments,
including the effect of obstacles, attenuation and multiple
reflections are available [1-10]. To achieve these objectives, a
new approach named cascade impedance method [11-12] is
used to predict the propagation in a complex and diffracting
rough mine.

II.

Reliable Mining Network

MINES GALLERIES MODELING

In the case of a mine gallery, the problem faced is
how to convey the electromagnetic waves radio from outdoor
to the
indoor mine corridors. The proposed topology of the radio
transmission links is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 represents the overview of the
wireless communication system in CANMET mine laboratory
70 m level. This wireless LAN mine implementation uses
many access points. Some of them are connected via a coaxial cable; some have the possibility to communicated point
to point using RF. Some of these access points systems are
located on sidewalls exhibiting very significant roughness.
Very recent studies [11-12] have showed that, there are three
propagation zones in mine segment and that, the normal
distance between the accesses points for the reception of radio
waves signal in rough mining tunnel appears to be of the order
of 20-35 meters. Beyond this distance, it is expected that over
75% of the useful signals will be lost will be attenuated
dielectric losses due to rough walls. The dimensions of the
mine corridors are small and comparable to those of Pico cells,
the segments are characterized by the several attenuations,
strong multipath, fading and significant diffraction. The
problem therefore consists in finding a way to model
theoretically the radio propagation in such a mining
environment. In the following, is introduced an original model
based on an efficient use of the concept called the cascade
impedances method (CIM).

Figure 1. Outdoor- Indoor mining wireless system implementation.

Figure 2. Typical view of the underground mining Wireless Network.

III. THE CASCADE IMPEDANCES METHOD (CIM)
The basic original idea comes from the fact that, in spite
of the multiple reflection, diffraction and attenuation due to
roughness and the complexity of the channel in a mining
tunnel, it is still a transmission channel and consequently it
can ultimately be considered as a transmission line. With this
assumption, it is possible to statistically predict the roughness
of the surface of the mining tunnel by assuming its behavior to
be analogous to that of cascade dielectric impedances with
loses. Many different cases of propagation in mining tunnels
are therefore presented [12] to show how this technique can be
practically implemented. First, our model validity is
established by considering the classical smooth sidewalls case
and then after, it is extended to the rough sidewalls tunnel
cases [12].

To characterize the propagation in a non-canonical mining
tunnel such the one illustrated in Figure 3, the cascade
impedance method (CIM) is applied in combination with the
statistical method segmental method (SSM) [12], means that
the mining tunnel will divided into m segments (Figure 3,
Figure 4). Each segment is subdivided in m sections (Fig.4)
and each section has k cells in transversal and vertical
direction.
Considering that the free space of a non canonical mining
tunnel (Figure 4) can be modeled as the impedance [ Z o ] and
that the magnetic field in free space and inside the four rough
dielectric walls are respectively [Hz(0)(x,y,z)],[H1(x,y,z)],
[H2(x,y,z)], [H3(x,y,z)], [H4(x,y,z)]. Using the CIM approach,
it can be represented using the models of Figure 5.
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Figure 5. CIM model for the waveguide of Figure 4.

A.

Analytical formulation
M

Using the CIM approach, the matrix of cascade
impedances for all the mines with m sections can be expressed
as:
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IV. Analytical results
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Figure 6 and figure 7 illustrates respectively the variation
of the simulated received power in a rough segment of mine as
obtained using the proposed model at 18 GHz.

(2)

The equivalent matrix of cascade impedances and reflection
coefficients for each section (i) (Figure 4) are given by:
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The magnetic field matrix for all the components of the
section (i) ( Figure 4 ) in z direction is given by:
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Figure 6. 2D predicted received signal at 18 GHz.

(5)

The temporal magnetic field matrix for all the components of
the section (i) ( Figure 4 ) is given by:
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The electric field matrix for all the components of all the
section (i) ( Figure 4 ) in z direction is given by:

Figure 7. 3D predicted received signal at 18 GHz
Figure 8 represents the 3 D variation of the simulated impulse
response of the received power in a rough segment of mine
using the proposed model at 2.45 GHz.

V. CONCLUSION

Figure 8. The simulated 3D impulse response of the
received power at 2.45 GHz
Figure 9 is a comparison between measurements and
simulation of the transmitted power in canonical mining
segment at f=18 GHz. Several experimental measurements
[13] have been conducted in different parts of this mine
gallery located in the city of Val-d’Or, in Northern of Québec,
Canada. The length of gallery is more than 900m, his width
and the height are varying 2.8-4.8 m and 3-5 m. The
temperature inside the mine is 5~6 degree. The dielectric
sidewalls are very rough.
The results of Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 9
shown that, the radio waves propagation in this segment is
characterized by the several attenuations. These attenuations
are caused by strong multipath, fading and significant
diffraction. More detailed analysis of the underground wireless
implementation system, analytical and measurement results
will be presented at the conference.

The CIM model has been used to characterize the radio
waves propagation in a mine with rough sidewalls. Efficiency
and accuracy of the model has been tested and compared with
several measurements taken in a real gold mine. The
particular advantages of the suggested method is that, it can
be used practicaly, analyticaly, statisticaly or numericaly to
characterize the propagation in many types of environments.
Comparativily with other methods with requires astronomical
quantities of calculations for the real cases of installations with
important sizes comparativily to wavelength, it has been
prouved that, the CIM model has significant performance and
precision using the mean characteristc values.
According to our analyses, we can confirm that, the realization
of the wide band wireless networks in mines galleries is
possible and a wireless LAN networks model has been
proposed.
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